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Duck time

The News reviews
'The Velveteen Rabbit'.
Page 3

· Kevin Duckworth speaks on·.
his return to Charleston. .
Page 12
~

Armstrong's son ,.
resigns from post
CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Editor in chief
The son of fom1er Vice President
for Business Affairs Verna
Armstrong resigned from his position late last week.
Scott Walker, the central figure in
controversial hiring practices under
·smother, resigned as the assistant
director of planning and institutional research.
Supposedly, Walker had been
reassigned to a new university post
in the computer services department on April 1. But apparently,
although Walker was moved to the
computer services department, his
title, duties and salary did not
change because of a problem with a
civil service processing procedure.
"He's been located in this department and he has been reporting still
to Kim Furumo ... under the supervision of one of our analysts," said
David Henard, head of the computer services department. "He was
assigned over here since a lot of
is.work) is computer-oriented."
Acting Director of University
Relations Art Tate said Walker was
not given the option of resigning or
the university would not renew his
contract.
The resignation ends more than
eight months of controversy under
Walker's hiring.
Last October, Walker was hired
to his $32,700 per-year post which was under the direct jurisdic-

tion of Armstrong - by Kim
Furumo, the director of planning
and institutional research. The hiring process sparked charges of
nepotism and unethical hiring practices under Armstrong.
Subsequently, Eastern 's governing body - the Board of Governors
- hired Bloomington attorney
David Stanczak to investigate the
charges, which ultimately cost
Eastern $25,000. Armstrong was
fired by Eastern President Stan
Rives in early March with one
year's notice.
Most recently, Walker and
Furumo were mentioned in a form
letter sent by more than 100 Civil
Service workers to BOG
Chancellor Thomas Layzell that
outlined the workers' dissatisfaction with the operations
under Physical Plant Director
Victor Robeson.
·Neither Walker nor Furumo
returned several messages left by
The News on Monday. Robeson
declined comment on the letter
Monday. A BOG spokeswoman
said that although he received the
letters, Layzell has not yet looked at
them.
"It was something that we
expected a little bit sooner than this,
but we are satisfied that he made
the decision to find another job,"
said carpenter Darrell Schmitt. "I
think it's best for him and the university."

Monument to honor
troops of Desert Storm
By JILL SAUTER
City e<fitor
As a part of this year's Fourth

Fourth of July parade, as long as

I can remember," said Coffrin.
"We felt this was a good time to
kick-off the Fourth of July

pf July celebratioo, a monument event"
will be dedicated in Morton Parle.
Currently, about 80 units have
to the men and women of entered the parade.
Operation Desert Storm.
After the parade, a celebration
; According to County Clerk will be held at Morton Park. A
Betty Coffrin, the monument brief ceremony
dedicate the
'was ..the brainchild of the monument will be held at about
·C harleston Area · Support 3 p.m. The monument was paid
;Group:• which is made up of for by "many~ many local contri~ parents and family mem- _ butions," Co:ffrin said.
hrs of those serving in the
According to Coffrin. about
~ian Gulf during the war.·
' 25 local troop! from Operation
,~ The day•s activities will kick Desert Storm will participate in
Off at 9 a.m. with Kids' Day in the parade and ceremony. Many
..,non Parlt. which offers a pet- came home especially for the.
ZOO' and the Charleston Area event, she said.
tballc-ln. Children participating
Sen. Harry "Babe" Woodyard
the. Cttalk.:.tn will be given a (R-Chrisman) and State Rep.
tpace on the tennis courts to ,. Mike Weaver (R·Charleston)
ibow off their artistic ability. ' will also be participating in the

to

h

i

First place will be awarded to

Ire most patriotic drawing.

Z The parade will start at 1 p.m.
bn the square in downtown
Charleston. said Coffrin. The
route will follow Sixth Street to
Polk Avenue. The parade will
turn onto Second Street and proceed to Morton Park.
..Charleston has never had a

ceremony.

·About 20 non-profit or~aniza
tions will be providing entertain·
ment aJ\d fOod in Morton Park.
includhlg a dunking booth, craft
and bake sales, a petting zoo,

food venders and a visit from
Pizza Hut's Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles. ·

Continued onpage 2

Accident injures man
William F Grimes of Mattoon is carried from his car by Charleston rescue workers after a two-car accident
at Fourth and Harrison streets Monday afternoon. Grimes was taken to Sarah Bush Lincoln Memorial
Hospital where he is listed in/air conditio.n. ·

Senate approves 1:306 appointments
By CHRIS BOGHOSSIAN
Editor in chief
As expected, Gov. Jim Edgar's new appointments
to the Board of Governors were approved by the
Senate.
The weekend approval makes Charleston physician Mack Hollowell and Daniel Goodwin the
newest members on the board, and in tum, ends the
terms of Chair James Althoff and Vice Chair Ray
Wilson.
Because of previous vacation dates, neither
Hollowell nor Goodwin will be able to attend the
board's next meeting on July 18. Since the board
does not meet in August, the two appointees will not
sit on a board meeting until September, BOG
spokeswoman Michelle Brazell said.
Brazell added, however, that Hollowell and
Goodwin will take part in any board action that

takes place from now on, including the yearly
August performance evaluations of the five BOG
presidents.
The BOG is the governing body for Eastern,
Western Illinois, Northeastern Illinois, Chicago State
and Governors State universities.
The board is currently operating without leadership since Althoff and Wilson were not reappointed
to finish their terms as the leaders.
Brazell said that the members will decide who
should succeed the two outgoing members as chair
and vice chair at their next meeting.
She added that the members named to the leadership positions will only hold the titles for one year,
fulfilling the terms of Althoff and Wilson. At that
time, the members will again vote on who should
lead the board for a two-year term.
Brazell said that she did not know who would be
chosen as the board's next chair or vice chair.

Bush introduces Thomas
Temperatures
as Supreme Court nominee reach highest
KENNEBUNKPORT, Maine
(AP) - President Bush Monday
said he would nominate Clarence
Thomas, a black federal appeals
court judge, to the Supreme Court
as a replacement for retiring
Justice Thurgood Marshall.
"He is the best person for this
position," the president said at a
news conference at his summer
home. Thomas is a conservative
former chairman of the Equal
Employment
Opportunity
Commission and his nomination
is likely to trigger a fierce confirmation battle in the Democraticcontrolled Senate.
Thomas, 43, was overcome
with emotion as he thanked Bush
for his appointment, and thanked
"my grandparents, my mother and
the nuns, all of whom were
adamant that I grow up and make
something of myself." "Only in
America could this have been
possible," said the man who was

confirmed in 1990 as a federal
appeals judge in Washington D.C.
Bush bristled when it was suggested that he had appointed
Thomas because of his race.
"The fact that he is black - a
minority - has nothing to do with
this. He is the best qualified."
Thomas, if confirmed by the
Senate, will join a court that has
become increasingly conservative, especially in ruling against
criminal defendants and suspects.
Conservatives had a 6-3 working majority on most issues in the
just-concluded tenn, although the
docket did not include cases on
such divisive topics as abortion,
affirmative action and religion.
The court's next term could
include all three issues. The
administration hopes to have its
new justice confirmed before the
court convenes in October.
Bush said he hadn't asked

Continued on page 2

point of year
By TIM SHELLBERG
Staff intern
Air conditioners and motorized fans no doubt ran at high
speeds throughout Charleston
Monday, as high temperatures
accompanied by scorching
humidity levels continued to
plague the area.
In addition, local weather
observer Dalias Price said
Monday's 95 degree high temperature was the highest recorded temperature in almost a year
to the date.
According to Price, the cause
of the almost-unbearable high
temperatures is a "northbound
traveling" mass of hot air originating from the south eastern
coast and the Gulf of Mexico.
"The humidity has increased

Continued on page 2
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Professor offers
patriotism in play
By JILL BAUTER
City editor
An Eastern English professor
will focus on patriotism of the past
and present in his own play, which
will presented this week at the
Charleston Alley Theater.
"O Say Can't You See?" will be
presented at 8 p.m. on July 6, 7
and 8 at 718 Monroe Ave.
According to the play's creator,
David Radavich, the play is a "festive comedy" about an idealistic
presidential candidate who doesn't
understand the harsh realities of
the nation in which he is campaigning. He can't find anyone
who wants to vote.
Adding a twist to the plot, Betsy
Ross is "mysteriously transported
into the present." With her help,
the candidate achieves great success i'l1 reviving "honesty, justice

and equality," said Radavich.
However, they do encounter problems along the way.
To add to the humor, supporting
characters in the play include a
prostitute, a televangelist, a drug
dealer and a hairdresser.
The play is set in the present
time in Washington D.C.
Tickets are not necessary, but a
$2 donation is requested to help
defray production expenses, said
Radavich.
Eastern students, faculty, and
Charleston residents will play the
characters in Radavich 's production.
Radavich said he has written
about nine or 10 different plays
and is usually working on more
than one at a time. He has been
working on "O Say Can ' t You
See?" on and off for a couple of
years.

Independence Day
From page one
Billy Brant and the New
Harvest Band will be performing live music and member of
the EIU Theatre Summerfest
cast will perform a few numbers from " Stop the World, I
Want To Get Off."
The activities in Morton
Park will end at 6 p.m., said
Coffrin.

A firework display, sponsored by the Kiwanis Club ,
will begin at du s k at the
Campus Pond.
"Almost every service organization (in Charleston) was
involved (in the celebration) in
one way or another," said
Coffrin. "It was a joint effort."
The celebration events will
be held rain or shine.

Budget year begins with no
budget but hopeful rhetoric

Textbook renta
holding sale

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - Despite
hopeful rhetoric from Gov. Jim
Edgar and some lawmakers, Illinois
started a new fiscal year Monday
without a budget but with a surplus
of partisan finger-pointing.
The Republican governor and
Democratic House Speaker
Michael Madigan said after a noonhour negotiating session that
progress had been made, hinting at
a possible compromise on property
tax limits that could help break the
budget impasse.
But such glimmers of optimism
were shadowed by the aftermath of
Sunday night's Senate votes rejecting Democratic-drafted plans to
extend the state's 20 percent
income-tax surcharge for two years
and fund vital government services
for the month of July.
An angry Senate President Philip
Rock, D-Oak Park, bemoaned the
defeat of those measures by a coalition of Republican s and black

If you are interested in pur
chasing your textbooks for th
summer, then you can do so i
Textbook Rental's summer sale.
"Students may purchase text
books checked out to them f
the summer," said textboo
rental clerk Lori Nese.
The sale will last from July
to July 26 during regular text
book rental hours, 7:30 a.m.
12 p.m. and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
"The sale went pretty wel
today," Nese said. "People we
in and out purchasing book
most of the day."
Students can purchase boo
at the replacement cost t
Textbook Rental Service.
"Different publi s hers hav
different discounts where som
are $8, $10, etc. ," she said.

Democrats. He challenged Edgar to
offer an alternative, charging that
the governor pushed the legislative
session into overtime.
"He's got his way," Rock said on
the Senate floor. "Here we are. It's
July l. State government at this
moment has ground to a halt, so we
better have a plan." Edgar,
responding at a news conference to
Rock's blast, suggested that the
stalemate was due to Democrats'
refusal to enact the administration's
tax and spending proposals and
their inability to agree on an alternative.
Neither "the governor nor the
governor's party control the Illinois
Senate or the Illinois House,"
Edgar said.
"I have had a proposal on the
table for many, many months. They
at the last minute came in with a
partial proposal that was rejected,
including by members of their own
party."

- Staff Report

FROM PAGE ONE
Heat
From page one
over the last several days," said
Price. "This is probably the most
uncomfortable day of the year.
This is a very intolerable situation
for human comfort."
And while Price said Monday 's
high temperature failed to break
any previous records for the day,
he did note the 95 degree high -

which with the heat index was
104 degrees - is the highest
recorded temperature of the year.
According to Price, Monday's
high temperature was last topped
by a 98 degree high on July 10,
1990.
But even though the recent heat
wave is being deemed unbearable
by area residents and is expected

to continue at le ast up to
Thursday, Price said to e xpec
cooler temperatures and possibly
showers and thunderstorms late
in the week.
Price also said showers and
thunderstorms can be expected
Monday evening or Tuesday
morning.

Simon has reservations Bush rntroduces
about court nominee
From page one

CHICAGO (AP) - Sen. Paul
Simon said Monday he fears
President Bush's nominee to the
Supreme Court may lack a
strong commitment to civil
rights.
Bush announced his intention
to nominate Clarence Thomas, a
black federal appeals court
judge, to the nation's top court.
The nominee is a conservative
former chairman of the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission.
"My basic concern is whether
he will champion the rights of
all Americans, including the
powerless in our society," the
Illinois Democrat said at a news
conference.

Simon is a member of the
Judiciary Committee, where the
process of confirming a
Supreme Court nominee begins.
"The background of Judge
Clarence Thomas is less important than his views and what
they mean to protecting our constitutional rights," Simon said.
"As head of a key civil rights
enforcement agency, he seemed
to go out of his way to find
ways to weaken some of the
basic civil rights protections
that his agency was charged
with enforcing.
"I want someone who is
going to stand up for the less
fortunate in our society," Simon
said.
-
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Thomas his views on abortion, but
it loomed as a flashpoint in the confmnation hearings.
Within moments of the
announcement, one of the Senate's
most liberal Democrats, Howard
Metzenbaum of Ohio, said he
would press Thomas hard during
the confirmation hearings on his
view on abortion.
Chief Judge Aubrey E. Robinson
Jr. of the U .S. District Court in
Washington D.C. hailed the
.appointment as a "pleasant surprise." Robinson praised Thomas
as "a very hard-working
person ... he'll be very conscientious," he said.
The conservative Concerned
Women for America praised the
nomination. Thomas epitomizes
"the type of jurist worthy of serving
on the highest court in the land,"
said Beverly LaHaye, the organiza-

tion's president. On the liberal side, '' liix as head cWthe-EEOC in enforc·
Arthur, Kropp,-. of jleople .f~r the " ing antir~bias laws to protect the
American Way called the choice aged and minorities. But most liber·
"troubling" because Thomas has "a al interest groups decided not to
dismal record on civil rights." contest the nomination.
Thomas was asked what he would
With Thomas looking on, Bush
say to those who said he was said Thomas believes "passionately
appointed only because of his race. in equal opportunity." Thomas'
"I think a lot worse things can be critics accused him, as EEOC head,
said. I disagree with that. But I'll of failing to aggressively investilive with it." Bush said it was gate age discrimination complaints
"pretty well established" Sunday against employers. Civil rights
afternoon that he wanted to name groups charged that Thomas limitThomas. The two men talked on ed enforcement of affirmative
the phone during the day.
action when the EEOC investigated
Bush replied with a brisk "nope" charges of racial discrimination.
when asked if he expected any difOn a number of occasions
ficulties during the confirmation Thomas has expressed objections to
sessions.
affmnative action. In a 1985 state"I'm satisfied that this man will ment, Thomas said "federal
pass muster." During his Senate enforcement agencies .. turned the
confirmation hearings for the statutes on their heads by requirin
appeals court judgeship, Thomas discrimination in the form of hirin
was criticized by some civil rights and promotion quotas, so-calle
groups that accused him of being goals and timetables."
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Date rape or successful seduc"tion? Young and old enjoy
Visiting expert
discusses survey

Velveteen Rabbit

By JILL BAUTER

City editor

By JILL BAUTER

City editor

Whether seeing it for the first
time or the 50th time, the
"Velveteen Rabbit," presented by
the Eastern Illinois University
Theatre; was enjoyable for all to
see.
The pfay, based on a book of
the same title, tells the story of a
stuffed velveteen rabbit who wins
the love of a little boy and
becomes real.
The audience on Monday was
made up of young and old alike.
The children in the Playroom
squealed with delight during the
performance. But surprisingly,
some of the biggest smiles came
from the adults.
The play lasts for only a half
hour-just long enough to hold the
attention of a youngster. But the
story is a favorite of many,
regardless of age.
The performance of Kathryn
Friedman as the velveteen rabbit
was beautifully executed. Her
enthusiasm and energy was crucial to the success of the play.
Michael Wollner, playing the
boy who loved the rabbit, gave an
equally good performance. His
· child-like voice and expressions

If a woman has been raped,

chances are she doesn't even
know it.
According to a survey conducted by Distinguished
Visiting Professor Mary Koss,
on1y·24 percent of women actually raped believe they are rape
victims. The majority labelled
it as something else.
Koss spoke to a crowd of
more than 50 people last week
concerning "Outrageous Acts
and Everyday Seduction:
Experiences
of
Sexual
Aggression and Victimization
Among College Students."
According to Genie Lenihan
of the Counseling Center, Koss
is a "national and international
authority on sexu·a1 assault."
Koss, currently a professor at
the University of Arizona, conducted a national survey of college students in 1985. The survey is considered to be a landmark study in the field of sexual assault, said Lenihan.
However, the survey did generate controversy, including an
article written in Playboy
Magazine. Koss said the article,
written by a woman journalisi,
cl.aimed she inflated rape statistics.

Goal set for blood drive
By EVETTE PEARSON
News editor
CATHY BEHRENDT/Photo editor

The statistics in the survey Distinguished Visiting Professor Mary Koss, an expert on campus
w:re often higher than national sexual assault, spoke about the findings of her national survey to a
cnme reports suggest because crowd of more than 50 last week.
only 5 percent of rape victims . '
.. .
"
.
actually report the crime,.·said -' expected to i"make- the first 18.
Koss. Furthermore, one in 12 move" and try to "gain
Alcohol and drugs are also a
men surveyed admitted to com- territory." He expects res is- major factor in sexual assault.
mitting a rape, also higher than tance, but sometimes believes it Koss said that 75 percent of
crime statistics report. .
to be phony, she said.
offenders and 55 percent of
What women often considAccording to Koss's survey, victims were drinking at the
erect to be a rape, the perpetra- "84 percent of (rape victims) time of the assault. Koss said
tors considered a successful knew the man who raped them that often people feel the rapist
seduction, said Koss. The dif- and 57 percent of the offenders is less to blame if he has been
ference in perceptions comes were dates."
drinking, but the rape victim is
from the difference in tradition"One in four college women more to blame if she has been
al sexual roles, she said.
has been the victim of rape or drinking.
Traditionally; women are attempted rape since the age of
Koss also taught a workshop
expected to be attractive, but 14," said Koss. But to imple- last weekend about ''Campus
not too sexually experienced, ment a rape program at the col- Violence: Patterns, Causes,
and want to be respected by lege level would be too late, Impact,
Treatment,
men. Koss said that men, on the she said, because the average Prevention. "
ott)er hand, are tradit~onaJiy age that the rapes occurred was

The American Red Cross has
scheduled a summer blood drive
on July 8 and 9 for the Coles
County area and Eastern community to avoid the current
blood shortage from becoming
any more critical.
The blood drive will be held
at St. Charles Borromeo Church,
921 Madison, on July 8 from 1
p.m. to 6 p.m. to reach a goal of
115 pints and in Stevenson
Towers on July 9 from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. with a goal of 240
pints.
"The daily goal is presently at
1,000 units of blood which will
represent two days of collection
in this blood region," said Paula
Roberts, manager in dono·r
recruitment. "The blood supply
is at much less than we would
like it to be because it has been
very difficult collecting blood."

Eastern Illinois University Theatre presents

SUMMERFEST '91
THE VELVETEEN RABBIT
11 a.m. June 24, 25 and July 1,2
2 p.m. June 26 and July 3 in the Playroom
Written and directed by Marjorie A. Duehmig
A classic children's story brought to the stage. Fun for the whole family!

BACKDRAFT (R) 700
DON'T TELL MOM THE BABYSITTERS
DEAD (PG13) 715 & 915
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made his role believable.
But certainly one of the best
performances was given by Lance
Zitron who played the skin horse,
the doctor, and the uncle. His part
was small, but unforgettable. His
rendition of the skin horse's song
rivaled the yodelling of any country western star. His brief appearance as the boisterous uncle was
hilarious.
Monday's performance was
sold out. The performance dates
have been extended because of
the tremendous and well-deserved
response from the public. The
"Velveteen Rabbit" will be shown ·
at 11 :30 a.m. on July 19 and at 2
p.m. on July 20 in the Playroom
of Doudna Fine Arts Building.
Tickets are $1.
The original story was written
by Margery Williams. Assistant
Theater Arts Professor Marjorie
A. Duehmig adapted and directed
the production.
Also appearing in the performance were James Freund as the
narrator, Jennifer Andrews as
Nana and the aunt, and Stacy
Scherf as the Nursery Magic
Fairy and aunt. Steffani Fort,
Geoff Cowgill and Amelia Heape
played the real rabbits, the toys,
and other minor parts.

7 a.m. -

To achieve to goal of 115
pints on July 8, the American
Red Cross will need 150 people
and on the July 9, a total of 280
people will be need to complete
their goal, Roberts said.
Charleston has 855 registered
blood donors and Coles County
has 1,901 donors. The Red Cross
is asking each eligible donor to
show up and to bring a friend,
Roberts said.
"Right now, we are only able
to supply hospitals with blood
for emergencies and surgeries,"
· said Dave Cline, blood services
consultant for the American Red
Cross.
"So many people donated
blood during the Persian Gulf
war, even those people who
hadn't donated since World War
II, and they think we still have
that blood supply," Roberts said.
"This is not true because the
shelf life for blood does not last
that long, usually 42 days."

-
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Act responsibly
when celebrating
Independence Day
This isn't just another week at Eastern.
In fact, this week is a day shorter because
of Thursday's celebration of our nation's
21 Sth birthday.And this year, Charleston is doing more
than hosting Its regular fireworks display by
the Campus P~nd on Independence Day. It is
holding a parade for the nation's heroes.
The parade, which begins at 11 :30 a.m.
Thursday, honors the men and women who
put their lives on the line for fellow
Americans in Operation
Desert Storm.
Although many people
have forgotten the months of terror that Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein brought to the
world, the end of the war marked yet another victory for our nation. Charleston isn't forgetting, and neither should you.
Remember that when you were in classes
during the week, other students were risking
their lives in the Persian Gulf.
Remember that when you went to sleep at
night, friends and families of soldiers sat
glued to television sets wondering when, or
if, the war would end, and when, or if, their
loved ones would return.
Remember when you celebrate Independence Day Thursday that those men and
·women were risking their lives for you, their
fellow American citizens.
And remember that although it is a holiday, and although celebrating our nation's
birthday is acceptable, there is no need to
risk the lives of you or anybody else by driving under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
Alcohol-related accidents and deaths
always increase over holiday weekends.
Don't make yourself or anybody else another
statistic. If you decide to drink, stay off the
road.
Independence Day is more than just
another holiday, and this Independence Day
is more special than it has been for a long
time. Remember what it means to be an
American citizen, and what it means to have
freedom of speech and a system based on
democracy.
Remember those things on Thursday,
America's birthday.
Happy birthday, America. Happy birthday
to the best nation in the world.

.

Charleston needs a recycling plan
I was putting the final touches
on an in-depth article about recycling in Charleston, only to discover that one of my main
sources went out of business
beforeI could finish.
Recycling should be gaining In
popularity. Why can't one of
Charleston's few recyclers keep
its doors open?
When Tony Rlckleman and his
partner bought M&..R Recycling JUI
(formerly Charleston Recycling). Sauter
I'm sure they thought they were - - - - - - •
making a smart business move. But in less than a year.
they threw in the towel.
.
Earlier this spring. Rlckleman said dropping aluminum prices and the high cost of shipping was
putting a real strain on business. Other area recyclers
complained of the same problem.
So where does this leave me? Not only did I miss
the deadline on my story, I have to find somewhere
else to take aluminum cans.
For the past year, my roommates and I have taken
our supply of used cans to Charleston Recycling and
M&..R Recycling. It took some getting used to. The
business is located in an area of Charleston that most
people stay away from - the end of 10th Street amidst
several unidentified warehouses. There's usually a few
greaseballs hanging around who stare at the people
who wander in. It doesn't even look like you're supposed to drive back there.
But since we consider ourselves to be environmentally conscious and responsible, we ventured Into the
boonies of Charleston every few months to drop off
our cans and get three or four dollars for our trouble.
I suppose we could have used the drop boxes near
· IGA or Wllb Walker Instead, but ever since Cari Ball of

Kleenwell Disposal admitted to the city council that
was throwing away the stuff he couldn't sell, I've bee
a little reluctant to do that.
A proposed curbside recycling project also fail
last October because of the lacking market. The no
profit service·would have allowed Charleston residen
to have recycleable goods picked up on the str
outside their houses. What could be more conv .
nlent?
Right now, aluminum Is about the only mater!
which you can count on being recycled. Paper. gl
tin and other materials are more difficult for recyde
to sell. Coles County Sanitation Service is storing sev
eral materials until the market improves.
The only positive recycling efforts in Chariest
seem to be the EIU Recycling Committee, which recy
des mostly paper. The progress of that group shou
be recognized, but It does little for the rest oft
community.
Recycling is a good Idea. We should all recycle. B
it is getting harder and harder to do when the mark
is working against us, and there are fewer places
take the materials.
If recycling is inconvenient, no one will bother.
this point in time, the recycling situation in Chariest
is pathetic. If you bother to collect the materials, ther
is no guarantee it won't end up in a landfill anyway.
Something needs to be done to improve the recy·
cling capabilities of this community. Unfortunately,
one seems to have any easy answers. And no on
wants to claim responsibility for solving the problem.
Most of the country's landfills will be full by the year
2000, and unless we want to bury garbage in our o
backyards, we have to recycle.

- }Ill Bauter Is the dty editor and a regular columnist
for the summer edition ofThe Dally Eastern News.

Editorla I

One hundred and eighty-one
years ago, our forefathers
started a revolution that still
goes on.
Dwight D. Eisenhower (1956)

Your turn
Summer work hours Letter policy
Guest columns
are for the better
The Dally Eastern News encouThe Daily Eastern News
In response to the letter concern- rages letters to the editor coning summer work hours - I like them. cerning any local, state. national
I like to get major tasks done at work or international issue.
while I am more alert and things are
Letters should be less than 350
relatively calm. Getting off work at 4 -words. For the letter to be printp.m. gives me extra time for grocery ed, the name of the author, in
shopping. Since I have a 30-minute addition to the author's address
drive to and from work, I appreciate and telephone number, must be
having more time in the evenings for included.
house and yard work or leisure time
Anonymous letters will not be
with my husband. Love Connection printed.
is also on at 6:30 p.m. I think the
If a letter has more than three
summer hours are great!
authors, only the names of the
Name withheld upon request first three authors will be printed .

_encourages readers to submit
guest columns concerning any
topic or issue that may be relevant to our.readership.
Columns should be restricted
to less than three typewritten
double-spaced pages.
Guest columns normally
appear every Thursday and will
be published at the discretion of
the editorial page editor and the
editor in chief.
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'Stop the World'
musical opens
By EVETTE PEARSON
News editor

The play "Stop the World, I
Want to Get Off' opens at 8 p.m.
Wednesday in the Playroom and
offers entertainment as well as
knowledge about a person's life
using settings of imagination and
experimentation.
"This is an unique and unusual
single setting play just right for a
small room," said Director E.T.
Guidotti.
Littlechap, the main character,
calls his company together for a
rehearsal. They search for a new
idea. Tight-rope walkers, aerialists, animal trainers, jugglers,
strong men are all old hat to
them, Guidotti said.
"We see him from birth to the
time when he has grandchildren,"
he added.
The play shows his birth, child-

LIBBY SHAWGO/Staff photographer

Participants of Saturday's Second Annual Lincoln/and Drum and Bugle Review play for more than 2,000
fans at O'Brien Stadium.

Bugle bash
Drum and Bugle Review performs for 2,000
see this kind of stuff very often," said Krista
Stiff, a junior journalism and sociology major,
and a member of Eastern 's flag line.
The stands in O'Brien Stadium shook
Seven corps participated in this year's review.
Saturday night as the piercing brass sounds of They were: the Royalaires, Pioneer, Kiwanis
the Second Annual Lincolnland Drum and Bugle Kavaliers, Limited Edition, Glassmen, Bluecoats
Review rang through the air, providing the crowd and the Cavaliers.
of over more than 2,000 with a rare treat.
The Glassmen from Toledo, Ohio placed third
Not only were the brass sections tremendous, in the competition with a score of 64.5.
the well-rehearsed drum lines impressed the
The Bluecoats from Canton, Ohio were second
crowd with their musical ability and showy with a 71.5.
sticking.
The Cavaliers from Rosemont won first place
The flag lines added to the overall affect with (77 .2) with their chilling performance of
their colorful flags, kites and other assorted "Cavalier Anthems-An Advent Collection."
crowd-pleasers.
Their rendition of five familiar Christmas tunes
"Cental Illinois was long a drum corps waste- on a very warm June day was a pleasant surprise.
land," said Robert Smi!h)n an'"'ilsue of "Prum~
Eastern graduate Amy Miller said, "It's an
.' ~
~
-.
. - -~--.
Corp-Wonp ~ ·
·.
.
honor having them foarch on our field."
That is until Dru;i Corps "Midw~st and several '
Indeed it was an honor to see the end results
area businesses decided to introduce the world of of the drum corps' talent and dedication to their
drum and bugle corps to Central Illinois.
art.
"It's a good change because Eastern doesn't
By LIBBY SHAWGO

Staff writer

..

U·STORE WAREHOUSE

hood, schooldays, his first
meeting with the opposite sex, his
first job in a factory. Also, it
shows him meeting the ideal
woman, his present wife and with
a cry, he stops his turning world
to tell the audience what his
world is all about.
"Whenever Littlechap wants to
speak to the audience, he stops
the world and the show to convey
a thought," Guidotti said.
The main character stops the
world and the play when he
begins to speak and that is where
the uniqueness of the title comes
from, Guidotti said.
The I I-cast musical will play
at 8 p.m. on July 3-6, and 10-13
with Sunday matinees at 2 p.m.
on July 7 and 14.
General admission is $8 and
students will pay $4, but there are
season tickets available for $7 for
the three shows.

Elbert leaving Eastern
By BRUCE UNDERWOOD
Staff writer

Eastern history _professor E,
Duane Elbert has been appointed
Illinois State Historian and will
leave Eastern to take the job.
He was appointed by the
Illinois Historic Preservation
Agency Board of Trustees with
the concurrence of Jim Edgar,
said Elbert.
Elbert said he will also serve as
executive director of the Illinois
State Historical Society.
When asked about the 25 years
he has spent at Eastern, Elbert
said "I have enjoyed more of
them than I haven't. It has been a
very pleasant working experience. You are not lecturing to
nameless, faceless masses."

Elbert has been teaching
Illinois history courses and
American history courses at the
undergraduate level. He has primarily been teaching courses in
the graduate program of historical
administration, Elbert said.
Elbert said "I am really looking
forward to (the new position). It
will be an opportunity to put to
practice things I have been teaching for years."
His responsibility will be primarily to work with Illinois publications, school services and the
Congress of Illinois Societies and
~useums, Elbert said.
These programs are partly
funded by the Illinois General
Assembly and by the State
Historical society, Elbert said.

Eastern Illinois University Theatre presents

SUMMERFEST '91
INDIVIDUAL ROOMS
"You Carry The Key"
Behind Rex & Dons Warehouse
S. Rt. 130, Charleston, Illinois 61920

Day Phone • 345-3334
Night Phone • 345-5850

DON THOMASON-OWNER

STOP THE WORLD, I WANT TO GET OFF
8 p.m. July 3, 4, 5, 6, 20, 11, 12 and 13
2 p.m. July 7 and 14 in the Playroom
Directed by E.T. Guidotti
A musical comedy by Anthony Newley and Leslie Bricusse featuring memorable numbers such as "Gonna
Build A Mountain," "What Kind of Pool Am I?" and "I Wanna Be Rich."

Now Leasing

PARK PLACE
APARTMENTS
(across from the Union on 7th)

.Energy .Efficient
• 1,2 & 3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A.C.
• Laundry
• Dishwashers
• Balconies

HURRY!

Reduced Rates
2 Units still available for summer.
Only a few Units still remaining

Call Anytime 348-14 79
For appointment
or drop by rental office on Grant St.
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M-F

AT TED'S
r----------------------, r----------------------, r----------------------,

Wed

Fri

Sat

!

"Time "Sticky "Joker i
Warp" Wicket" X-Press"
1

Rock-n-Roll
Show

Rock-n-Roll Show
From Champaign

Songs by"Little Richard,"
"The Doors,"
"Motley Crue,"
"Metallica"

Songs by"Badlands,"
"Queensryche,"
"Tesla,"
"Bullet Boys"

All Nite

8-10 w/coupon

Admission $1 Admission $1

Formerly
"Cheap Thrills"
Rock-n-Roll Show
Songs by"Skid Row,"
"Guns -n-Roses,"
"Motley Crue,"
"Judas Priest"

Admission $1
8-10 w/coupon
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A WEEKLY COLUMN BYE. DUANE
RECOUNTING EASTERN'S PAST ...

TURNING BACK THE PAGES
75 YEARS AGO - Normal
School News, July 7, 1916

***

Mr. Horton, head engineer of
the school, has attached mufflers
to the exhaust pipes from the
engines in the power house. This
improvement does away with the
noise which disturbed various
classes in the Model school and
east wing of the main building.

The "Guardsmen Quartette,"
famous movie and radio singing
team will appear in concert as the
second number of the summer
Entertainment Course in the auditorium of the Main building on
July 10, beginning at 8 p.m.

***

***

Education and Welfare has granted
Eastern $5,000 for the purchase of
library materials, President Quincy
Doudna announced recently..
Roscoe R. Schaupp, director of
library services, said that most of
the money was used to enlarge
Eastern 's file of periodicals. He
also said that Eastern 's microfilm
file of the New York Times has
been expanded by five years to
include 1945 through the present
The grant was awarded under Title
II of the Higher Education Act of
1965.

A very enjoyable dance was
On Monday, July 7, the interior
held in the gymnasium last decorating class, under Dr.
Saturday evening from 7:30 until . Mildred Whiting, visited Miller's
10 o'clock. Misses Hansen and furniture store in Charleston. This
***
Gale were the chaperones for the is the first of a series of visits to
occasion. These dances are held various homes and furniture stores "
President Quincy Doudna
each Saturday of the summer to be taken by the class during the announced recently that three
school term. They are for the stu- summer.
advanced degrees have been preDr. Whiting has planned these sented for approval to the Board of
dents an faculty. Students having
friends wishing to come should study trips for the purpose of Governors of State Colleges and
secure invitations from Miss acquainting the students with Universities which meets in
Estabrook.
design, color, style, furniture, etc.
Chicago July 12.
The degrees are: M.S. in
botany; M.A. in political science;
25 YEARS AGO -Eastern News,
***
and an M.S. in zoology. An
July 6, 1966
50 YEARS AGO - Eastern
advanced degree in-English is to
Teachers News, July 9, 1941
The enrollment this summer for be presented at an upconiing meetgraduate and undergraduate ses- ing.
Next Saturday morning, July sion shows an increase of 119 over
Doudna 1d that Eastern is
12, the Eastern student body will last summer's figures, it was "movi
away from being an
begin the day bright and early by announced last Wednesday.
entire(y educational college. In
dancing to music furnished by
There are a total of 2,682 stu- fact we've been doing that for the
Johnny Paul's orchestra from 4-7 dents enrolled in the two sessions, last five years."
a.m. at the annual sunrise Prom, with 2,158 registered in 10-week
the social highlight of the summer undergraduate term, and 524 grad***
term.
uate students enrolled in the 8The dance will be informal, and week term.
The Karlsrud Ensemble - a
students will be permitted to bring
quartet - will open the Summer
guests. Recreation tickets will
***
Artists Series next Monday
admit students, and guest tickets
evening in the Laboratory School
may be purchased for 25 cents.
The Department of Health, Auditorium.

Michael Landon dies of cancer
MALIBU, Calif. (AP) - Michael Landon, the boyishly handsome actor who battled cancer with the
same affability he brought to roles in "Bonanza" and
;'Little House on the Prairie," died Monday. He was
54.
Landon, who also starred in the TV series
;'Highway to Heaven" and whose career was
jammed with writing, producing and directing credits, died at his sprawling ranch in this coastal city
nearly three months after he announced his illness,
said Ronne Schmidt, a receptionist for Landon's
attorney, Jay Eller.
Landon was set to start work on the new CBS
series ''US" when he was diagnosed with liver and
pancreatic cancer on April 5.
"I think every little moment gets more important
1tfter something like this," a stoic but congenial
Landon said after he learned he was terminally ill.
·'It's not like I've missed a hell of a lot. I've had a
pretty good lick here."
With Landon's passing, the only original
"Bonanza" cast member still alive is Pernell
Roberts. His manager, Brian Rix, said Roberts was
;'deeply grieved by Michael's death." Liver and pan::reas cancer is almost always fatal and often isn't
diagnosed until in advanced stages. Landon had been
treated with experimental therapy, including intravenous injections of bubbles of fat that contained a
:ancer-fighting drug. He also had been given coffee

enemas to relieve intestinal irritation.
"If I'm gonna die, death's gonna have to do a lot
of fighting to get me," Landon said in an interview
with Life magazine. "I'm not just gonna lie down
and let it happen." He joked about his cancer treatments, saying he hoped he wouldn't lose his trademark curly locks.
And in his last television appearance, on "The
Tonight Show Starring Johnny Carson" on May 9,
he asked the studio audience if anyone had ever
taken a coffee enema and someone said yes. Landon
replied: "You must be fun to have breakfast with."
"I think you have to have a sense of humor about
everything," Landon said in an earlier news conference. "I think 'Highway to Heaven' helped me with
that since I played a dead guy anyway."
Brandon Tartikoff, former NBC entertainment
president and newly appointed chairman of
Paramount Pictures, said: "I think he fought the fight
about as well and courageously as it could be fought.
He did it with dignity and determination and I'm just
sad I won't be seeing him." As a producer and performer, Landon favored non-violent, humanistic dramas looking at life, death, family and calamity.
Behind the scenes, however, he was known as an
outspoken stickler who alienated colleagues with
inflexible demands.
He said his attraction to uplifting television was
prompted by a miserable·childhood.

Polluters owe state millions: Report
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - The
state Environmental Protection
Agency has been lax in collecting
$55 million owed the state for
cleaning up hazardous waste,
according to a report released
Monday.
State Auditor General Robert
Cronson reported that the agency
has tried to collect less than $37
million of the total and had
recovered only $1.3 million as of
June 30, 1990.
He said the agency also fails to
test the safety of private wells
near hazardous waste sites and

lets red tape get in the way of
enforcing rules for transporting
hazardous waste.
Polluters are required to pay
the cost of cleaning up their
messes. When they don't, the
state is supposed to remove the
waste and bill the polluters.
But a spokeswoman for the
EPA said that's not as easy as it
sounds.
"We can't always find out for
sure who it was that dumped it,"
said spokeswoman Joan Muraro.
"We are basically giving it our
best shot." She disputed

Cronson's claim that $55 million
has gone uncollected. "Frankly,
I'm not sure where they're getting the figure." But she said she
didn't know the correct figure or
how much of the money has been
written off as impossible to collect.
The report blames poor planning and slow action for the
uncollected money, a problem
that was first noted in 1986.
It also criticized the agency for
not testing, when asked, the safety of private wells near hazardous
waste sites.

All U Can Eat Buffet
•Pizza
•Garlic

•Spaghetti
•Salad

Bread

Bar

$4.29 plus tax EVERY TUESDAY
5-9 P.M.

JERRY'S PIZZA & PUB
4th & Lincoln 345-2844

1
. CoACH
BDDY
S
l"anther Sport Shoppe

•

Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5
14-14 SIXTH ST1UZT IN OLDr.: TOWl'!t SQUAU
ONt &.OCK l"IORT11 O~ OLD HA.11"1

INDEPENDENCE DAY SALE
CELEBRATION SALE

TuESDAY THRU THURSDAY
ENTIRE STORE AT LEAST

25°/o

Off
INCLUDING SHOES
Nike-Reebok
Adidas
Clothing

Eastern Illinois
T-shirts &
Crewnecks

t§f

No'V ~Ow_ ,,

Nike Air Max
Now $80QQ

R

~
Save $30

Now
22

----

T

T-Shirts,
Shorts,
Summer
Pants

~

Found an apartment
for next year?
Llncolnwood/Pinet~~e-·

SAVE $135.oo ···
ON 3 BDR. APTS.
JUNE 18 THRU JULY 18
9 Month Lease
for more info.

345-6000
• Completely Furnished
• 5 Minute Walk from Campus
• Central Air
• Swimming Pool
• 24 Hour Maintenance
DRAPER~ KRAMER
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epublicans try to remap commission
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - With
publican Gov. Jim Edgar's
of a Democratic-drafted legtive redistricting plan, GOP
ders held out hope Monday
an acceptable remap can be
wn by a bipartisan commis-

In a signal to Democrats they
ready to take the commisn 's
work
seriously,
publican legislative leaders
ved within hours of Edgar's
Sunday to appoint their four
mbers to the eight-member
d.

"It is our sincere hope that by
orking with the Democrat
bers of the commission, we
achieve a map that is fair and
'ch meets all state and federal
nstitutional requirements,"
enate GOP Leader James

"Pate" Philip of Wood Dale said.
Democratic Senate President
Philip Rock of Oak Park and
House Speaker Michael Madigan
of Chicago still have until July
10 to name their appointees.
State Democratic Party
Chairman Gary LaPaille, who is
Madigan's chief of staff, put the
odds at "50-50" of the commission approving an acceptable
map to both parties.
"The Republicans have said
that they all along would like to
sit and work out a compromise,"
he said. "What's fair to them

may be unfair to us, so we'll
have to see." Appointed to the
commission by House GOP
Leader Lee Daniels were Rep.
Robert Churchill, R-Lake Villa,
and former Rep. Gene Hoffman
of Elmhurst. Philip named Sen.
Frank Watson, R-Oreenville, and
Kendall County State's Attorney
Dallas Ingemunson.
Under the state Constitution,
the governor's veto gave the task
of preparing a map to the commission appointed by the four
legislative leaders.
The commission will have
until Aug. IO to file a map
approved by at least five members. If there is no agreement, a
tie-breaker is chosen by a drawing of the hat to produce a plan
by Oct. 5.

ush demands Iraqi cooperation
KENNEBUNKPORT, Maine (AP) - President Bush
Monday demanded that Iraqi President Saddam
in "make things right and satisfy us" by cooperg with U.N. efforts to inspect his country's nuclear
'lilies.
The president said reports that he was considering
ewed military action were "not all warrantless."
· , he said the United States would not move on its
wn if Saddam continues to thwart United Nations
tors but would act in conjunction with allies.
Bush spoke with reporters at his oceanside home in
ebunkport, Maine.
He called the news conference to announce his
lection of federal appeals judge Clarence Thomas to
Supreme Court. But he also answered questions on
wide array of other issues, denouncing new Israeli
ttlements in occupied territories, describing an
oming meeting with Mikhail S. Gorbachev, defendembattled staff chief John Sununu and praising his
er on her 90th birthday.
Bush's harshest comments were reserved for
.-ddalm, stepping up a war of words touched off by a

shooting incident last week in which Iraqi soldiers
drove off U.N. inspectors looking for hidden nuclearweapons materials.
The president would not discuss what he might do if
Saddam persisted in obstructing the U.N. inspectors.
But, he said, "He has to make things right and satisfy
us or we'll figure out what else happens." "All I'd say
is he better get on with keeping his word and he'd
better get on with total, free, open inspection. " "We' ve
got a lot of diplomacy to do," Bush said. "I'm very
concerned about this situation .... I haven't seen anything that makes me think it's calming down." At the
Pentagon, Defense Secretary Dick Cheney said,
"Obviously, we've got a number of options and possibilities that are available at any given time. At this
point, we are working to try to resolve the matter
through diplomacy, as the president indicated."
Concerning another Middle East controversy, Bush
said his administration was "not giving one inch" in its
opposition to new Israeli settlements in the occupied
territories. He called them "counterproductive."

egulators ffope to t>8r Keating LOS ANGELES (AP) gulators Monday moved to bar
· coin Savings operator Charles
Keating Jr. and six others from
e thrift industry after a judge
rejected pleas that the hearing
uld harm Keating's defense on
ate criminal charges.
In its biggest-ever enforcement
tion, the Office of Thrift
upervision also seeks $130.5
'llion in money Keating and the
others are accused of looting in
four Lincoln Savings & Loan
deals.

RENTS
CANOES & KAYAKS
• • • •

Enjoy an Outing on the
Scenic Embarras river

• • • •

For info write:

CANOE LIMl'mD
Rt. 1, Box 250A
Greenup, IL 62428
or call: 217 /923-2707

,tit--

j ).

-~----

Have FUN with Friends!

Administrative Law Judge Paul
J. Clerman scheduled as the first
witness Robert Claire, an attorney
for Bankers Trust in New York, to
testify about employee stock
option plans.
Regulators say Lincoln lost
$12.3 million by improperly
funding a stock option plan at
Phoenix-based
American
Continental Corp., Lincoln's parent. The office contends Keating,
his family and top executives
enriched themselves by selling
stock to the plan, which paid for it

with loans Lincoln guaranteed.
Attorneys for Keating and the
others argued the hearing was
unnecessary because their clients
don't have any money left.
Keating's attorney, Stephen C.
Neal, said Keating would agree
never to work in the thrift or
banking industries again.
Neal also asked Clerman to
dismiss or at least postpone the
civil case so Keating could prepare a defense in other proceedings against him.

Friends~

CQ

509 Van Buren ( t Blk. S. of Square)

LADIES NIGHT OUT
-EveryWednesday Night-

• Pina Colada's .............................. $2.50
• Fuzzy Navels ............................... $1.00
•Amaretto Stone Sours .................$1.00
• Biue Tail Fly's ..................•...........$1.00
•Wine Coolers ............................... $1.50

Tuesday &. Thursday

12" Pizza &. Pitcher of Beer$7.50
MUST BE 19 TO ENTER

11

Get ·em while
they're hot!
11

Lincolnwood
I Pinetree
SAVE $45 on 9 mo. Lease

June 18 thru July 18
2 BDR GARDEN APTS
NEW FURNITURE
APPLIES TO DESIGNATED UNITS
•Completely Furnished
•5 Minute Walk From Campus
·Central Air
~
•Swimming Pool
•24 Hour Maintenance

345-6000
'

.

-

DRAPER AND KRAMER

Come On Down To:

Jerry's Pizza

...,~*·•i.Pi

Corner of 4th and Lincoln

HOME-MADE

Try Our For 1 Price

~ GOURMET

SUB

S

ON FRESH BAKED BREAD

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY
MON.-SAT. 11 AM - 1 PM & 5 PM - 10 PM

345:P1&075

Copyright J. John's 1983

345-2844
2 Large Single Ingredient Pizzas

$14.75
Large Single Small Single
Ingredient Pizza
Ingredient Pizz~
and Quart of Coke and Quart of Coke

$7.50

$-5 .95

Delivered• 345-2844

Delivered· 345-2844

Large Two

Small Two

Ingredient Pizza
Ingredient Pizza
and Quart of Coke and Quart of Coke

$8.95
Delivered • 345-2844

$6.90
~livered

• .345-i844
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The Daily Eastern News cannot
be responsible for more than one
day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 581-2812. A
corrected ad will appear in the
next edition.
All classified advertising must
meet the 2 p .m. deadline to
appear in the next day's publication. Any ads processed after 2
p.m. will be published in the following days newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled after the 2 p.m.
deadline.
Classified ads must be paid in
advance. Only accounts with
established credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to
The Daily Eastern News is subject
to approval and may be revised,
rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern

Fly DIRECT AIR to Chicago-Midway "EIU Summer Special" Only
$45.00 Roundtrip. Tickets may be
purchased at the student union or
local travel center. Reservations
1-800-428-0706.

News

DIRECTORY
SE.RVIClS 0rnRED
TRAVlL
HllP WANTED
WANTED
Al>omON
RIDES/RIDE.RS

ROOMMAns

foRRENT

&.. fOOND

LOST

Stay at home Mom and devoted
Dad want to share deep love and
happiness with a child. We're a
warm and energetic couple with
secure future. Please let us help
you, while you help us. Call Ann
or Jim collect at 312-664-6535.
7/11

==~=rl I

assumes no liability if for any reason it becomes necessary to omit
an advertisement.

fOR SALE

SCHOLARSHIPS
up
to
$20,000/yr. No grade or income
restrictions. (213) 964-4166 Ext.
61 Recorded message.

"MY SECRETARY" Resumes,
papers letters, and more. Next to
Monical's 903 18th St. 345-1150
9am-4pm.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

MUSIC DIRECTOR: Growing
church needs energetic and
vibrant person to lead and coordinate total music program involving
all ages. Will be responsible for
adult choir, youth choirs, handball
choir and all special music. An
excellent staff support. Part-time
position, 20-25 hrs a week. Must
love children . Position opens
Aug./Sept. Send resume to 1st
Christian Church 411 Jackson.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/30
Classifieds work!

===========""

-~--------7/2

Nicely furnished apartments one
block from campus. Three bedrooms, 1 1/2 bath, central air,
dishwasher, microwave, OWN
BEDROOM. $230 month per student. Call Diane at Nugents 3452151.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.8/1
Two bedroom apartment completely furnished. Available for
fall, 1O or 12 month lease. Directly across from Pemberton. 3454600 (Ask for Ira).
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.8/1

ACROSS

ABSOLUTELY
GUARANTEED TO
SELL ANYTHING!

t Yodelers' locale
5 Dumbfounds
9 Flower part
t4 Via del Corso
coins
t5 Saucy
HI Vestige
17 C. Porter's "I
--Love"
ta Wilde or Wilder,
at times
20Took away
22 Elsa, for one
23 Opera highlight
24 Source of water
25 Family member
27 Kind of gin
29 Informal
trousers

THE SOLD AD!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your CLASSIFIED AD
for as long as it takes to
Find you a buyer!!*
•15 word SOLD AD is $8.25
• 20 word SOLD AD is $11.00
For more information call 2812
or come in to the
Business Office
127 Buzzard Building

Four bedroom, 2 bath house, 319
Madison, 4-5 people. Call Rosie
at 348-7643.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/ 1
1/2 block from campus 2-BR
house. Ph . 345-5022 or 3452265.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _00

SEITSINGER RENTAL HOUSE
1074 Tenth St., 1 1/2 blocks from
campus. Two girls needed for '91'92 school year - 9 month lease.
Completely furnished plus air,
microwave ,
dishwasher,
washer/dryer. Call 345-7136.

OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT still
has a few apartments left for 9192. Call 345-0LDE.

Subleasors needed, Fall and
Spring, $160 each. 348-1970.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _7/11
FOR RENT" HOUSE FOR 3
GIRLS. 1022 2nd. Washer-Dryer,
unfurnished, stove-ref. Ph. 3487643.

c--=-=-c-----,---,--,-~~8/1

2 BR Apt, completely furnished,
CIA, utility room, Call 345-9636
after 5:00 p.m.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _719

------~---7/2

Lease now across from campus.
Newly redecorated for four upperclass male students. Call Martha
after 7 p.m. 345-5739.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/11

for short
38--lide
39 Fred Astaire,
e.g.
•2 Food fish
'3 Customer
'4 Ecole attendant
-ts Gawked
47Well - (literate)
49 The, in Kiel
so Mellows
52 Indonesian
island
5' Braggart
58 Screams
6t Sol Hurok was
one

127 Buzzard Building

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

MacGyver

Andy Griffith

Who's The Boss

Murder She

Movie: The

Roseanne

Wrote

Outsiders

Napoleon and

Boxing

News

News

SportsCenter

Cosby Show

Baseball

Matlock

Rescue 911

In the Heat

Movie:

of the Ni ht

Windmills of

Josephine

Law & Order

the Gods, Prt.1
News

Wimbledon

M*A*S*H

Love Connect.

67 Actress Spacek
68End of an
O'Neill title
69 Ooze

DOWN
1 Winged
2 Egg-shaped
fruit
3 Maria Callas
was one
4Cadiz

L.A. Law

Rise and Fall

Movie: Ants

Crime Story

White Sox at
Mariners

51 Wipe out
53 Actresses

Bonet and
Eilbacher
MSlant
55 Prefix with bus
S& Gibbons

57 Spanish ladi
Abbr.
58 Thailand, on
st Cows. to
Cowper
60End
62 Islam, e.g. :
Abbr.

Baseball:
Blue Revolutio

Reds at

Beyond Tomorrow

Braves
New Country Video
Gene Autry

Movie: Made

Molly Dodd

Arsenio Hall

Hotel

Inside Edition

Entmt. Tonight

Cosby Show

Baseball's Hits

Unsolved

Hogan Family

Wonder Years

Baseball Mag

Mysteries

Family Man

Danger Team

Baseball

Nightcourt

Movie:

Doogie Howser

Movie : Matters
of the Heart

Man In The Family

Cardinals at

Andy Griffith

Other

Equal Justice

3t Lucille Ball was
one
32 Unprincipled
man
33 More logical
35 Food thickener
37 Grown-up filly
40 Pokes gently
4t Kind of chest

Tracey Ullman

Being Served?

Hitchcock

Windmills of

67

Honeymooners

Hitchhiker

the Gods (cone.)

64

Invention

Baseball:

Nightline

Seinfeld

61

P.O.V.

Johnny B

Quantum Leap

45

of Ceausescu

Hard Copy

ews

42

Baseball:
Nova

Current Affair

ews

39

gentlem~n

5 Utgentrequest
6 Join metals
7 Historic period
a Manner
9Amble
to Emerald Isle
tt Book part
t2 Frau's cries of
woe
t3 Rents
t9 Taft's
successor
21 Distant view
2' Garden devices
25 Does a house
chore
2&Roughly
28 Gambler's

For Each

Tennis

34

Coast to Coast
Baseball

News

65 Burn
66 Part of A.D.

Bewitched

News

News

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern N
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Exam
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be publis
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or con
conflicting information will not be run.

34 Lusitania sinker 63 Agitated state

between 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m.

Entmt. Tonight

POSITIVE INTERPERSONAL INTERVIEW will be held on July 8
9:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. in Coleman Hall Rm. 116. Dr. Robert Saltm
will be discussing warm fuzzies.

36 Public showing, 6' Close, to a poet

The Daily
Eastern News

Inside Edition

1982 Grand Prix Excellent .co
tion . .for more information
345-5347. Will take first rea
able offer.

~--~~-----7/30

Girls: 1 & 2 bdrm apts, very nicely
furnished, trash, water & cable
inc. NO PETS. 345-5048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/2
1-bedroom apt., 1O month lease.
Suitable for married couple. Ronnie Lanman 345-5148 or 3480157.

Apply at in person at

News

i
Full length Brunswick Pool 1'
for Sale. Great Condition! Sti
holder, sticks, balls includ
$500. 348-1245.

Cheap room for rent for Fall '91.
Close to campus. Phone Mitch at
536-6214.

Circulation
Manager Needed!

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _719

1986 HONDA SHADOW. EXC
LENT
COND.
ORIGIN
OWNER. SHAFT DRIVE. WI
SHIELD & SADDLE BA
INCLUDED. $1875 Ph. 345-42

Movie:
Wings

Decoy

California
Dreaming

America The
Party Machine

Way We Were

Andy Griffith

portscenter

Bewitched

•

Murder, She

Movie: The

Space for

Wrote

Lion of Africa

Wildlife
Moyers/Oren Lyons

News

LA. Law

of One
Movie:

The Faithkeeper

Baby Girl

For Veterans Only

American Pie

Scott

Gene Autry

Movie:
Assassination

News

News

News

Wimbledon

M*A*S*H

Love Conn.

SportsCenter

Crime Story

Tennis

Current Affairs

Johnny B

Baseball Tonight

Hitchiker

Hard Copy

Hard Copy

Nightline

Volleyball

Hitchcock

Twilight Zone

Being Served

Magnum, Pl

Movie:

Movie: Bolero

To Rio

Loretta Young

Flying Down

Streets of

Party Machine

San Francisco

---~·----~

H. i~2~Y

.
.·.·.·.·.··.··.·.···.·.-.•·•••••••••·•••·•·•·•·•••?·•·•·•I••··••••;.•••... ••.•··•.•·····•··•••••··.??·•••••·It

: Red Liz Claiborne wallet
in Taylor parking lot or
mpkin Hall Monday at
5. Please call if found,
345-6497.

=~~--:---712
ND: Keys by west
ce of Life Science Bldg.
581-6023 to claim.
r,::--:;-:-:-;---,;:,----;---,,,.--7/9

0: Kristine Campbell and
cia Snavely pick up your
'I at The Daily Eastern News
, 127 Buzzard Building.
_ _ _ _ _ _7/11

• • • ·• · · · · · •· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · i~· • • •· •· · · · · •····/•·····•·•···•·•········/··•·•·•·•·····•·•·;•·····•··))•••·rt•••••rt····•·•. . •·•••·· · · · · · · · · · •••·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · •••.•·• /• •·•· · ·•·•·•·• ·C• •,· ·•·i• ·•·}• • • • • · · · · · • • • ·•· · · · · •· •·n·•· •· · •·•·• · · · •· · ·•· ·•·•· ·•·•·•·•·• ·• • t• •t • • ·~•·•·•· · · · · ·•·• • •·•·•·

Do. you give warm fuzzies or
cold pricklies? Come find out
about Positive Interpersonal
Communication with Dr.
Robert Saltmarsh July 8, 1991
from 9:30 a .m. -10 :30 a.m .
Coleman Hall Rm . 116. Everyone welcome. Free!

--------,,.---712

A walk in the woods. Scenic
nature trails along the
Kaskaskia River on horseback
at the R.K. Corral, Arcola. 2683717.

LAST CHANCE TO REGISTER! CRAFT WORKSHOPS
START JULYS! Don't Miss It!
CRAFT DEPOT 581-5334.
712
___T_______
W_O____R
____K_S____H_O_P
S
C~R----A_F

START JULY 8! REGISTER
NOW (Calligraphy, Photo I,
Stained Glass, Art Methods
for Classroom Teachers, Kids
Workshops) . Don't Miss It!
CRAFT DEPOT 581-5334.

,,.,.---=-,----..,.,.,-----7127

Classifieds sell!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _712

THE DAILY EASTERN NEws

Whatever you
need or want

The News
classifieds
can help you!

Call

581-2812

'Calvin and Hobbes

Classified Ad Form

COMMENCEMENT OFFICE
MOVED
Centennial and Special Events
office has moved from OM110/111 to Old Main - 219. Questions involving commencement,
Centennial, and Founder's Day
should be directed to this office.
Ms. Brenda Cuppy, coordinator of
Special Events , and Dr. Dan
Thornburgh, Director of Centennial and special Events, are now in

OM-219. The new phone number
is 581-2161 ; however, the previous number (5982) will continue
to ring in the new office until after
Summer Commencement for the
convenience of eligible graduate
who received that published number in their mailing.
Dr. Daniel Thornburgh, Director
Centennial and Special Events

by Bill Watterson
1\-lt>.~\<:5, MOM .
'{Qlj W~\4t>. .1\l$T
DO.l~ ~IN

I'M HOME!

S\'EM( Sl>IJCE.
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Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

MOMMMM!
_ _ _ _Compositor _ _ __

.__..,...___ . -~~;~....,.---'~.$ll-flu_g :$_,.......~~0 Check

0 Credit

cents per word first day ad runs . 14 cents per word each contive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minim. Student ads must be paid in advance.
Deadline 2 p.m. previous day-No exceptions
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse
ads considered libelous or in bad tasie.

Calvin and Hobbes
l NEED HELP ON
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by Bill Watterson
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IMPROVE
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SHORT
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~SELL

Calvin and Hobbes

It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News

by Bill Watterson
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will run your

FOR SALE
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00

Keep up with the latest news .. ~ take dut a subscription to

The Daily Eastern News
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Mitchell steals Lewis-Johnson show
had this race. There would always
By the Associated Press
France (AP) - The great rematch have been that expectation." The
turned out to be a great mismatch. race, however, did not end the two
The big showdown was a big let- athlete's mutual dislike.
As Lewis went down the line
down.
Carl Lewis easily won the long- before the race offering a handawaited duel with Ben Johnson on - shake to all the runners, Johnson
Monday night, but he didn't even waved him off.
"I didn't want to give it to him,"
win the race.
In their first head-to-head com- Johnson said. "As long as we're
petition since the 1988 Olympics, competing, that can't happen."
Lewis finished second and Johnson Lewis said, "That's his gig. That's
came in seventh in the 100 meters his psyche. The last time we got
that close, I had to make him shake
at the BNP Grand Prix meet.
On a cold, rainy evening before a it and he won that race." That was
capacity crowd of 30,000, Dennis at the Seoul Olympics in
Mitchell stole the show by breezing September 1988 when Johnson
beat Lewis in the 100 meter final.
to victory in 10.09 seconds.
Lewis was next in 10.20, fol- But Johnson subsequently tested
lowed by Olapade Adeniken of positive for steroids, Jost his gold
Nigeria in 10.22. Johnson was medal and world record and was
nearly three meters behind Lewis in banned for two years.
Lewis said Monday's race
10.46.
So much for drama.
should help remove the stigma of
"It's like comparing a high drugs from track and field.
"This was an important race,"
schooler with a world champion,"
said Mark Witherspoon, who fin- Lewis said. "The '80s was the drug
era. Now the sport is much cleaner,
ished sixth in 10.29.
Lewis, running on his 30th birth- we 're trying to improve things,
day, blamed the weather for his we 're trying to focus inore on the
athletes. Basically that's what this
modest performance.
"I just felt very tight," he said. "I race was all about. The race was
didn't feel really loose. I started with clean athletes." Johnson and
well, but I just wasn't able to accel- Lewis avoided all eye contact as
erate. It was very cold and the rain they warmed up next to each other.
definitely didn't help us." But
Lewis, in lane four, and Johnson,
Lewis said he was just relieved to in lane five, burst out of the starting
blocks and were side by side for the
have the rematch finally over with.
"Let's be honest," he said. "It first 50 meters. But Lewis pulled
would never have ended until we away from Johnson in the last half

of the race.
"I didn't see him, I was just
focusing on my race," Lewis said.
"That's his race, to run the best 50
he can. But we're running the
100." Jolmson said, "At 45 to 50
meters, I tried to change gears but I
didn't have enough energy. At the
end I felt like I wasn't too far from
Carl." It was Johnson's fifth 100
meters since returning to action
after the suspension. In his four
previous competitions, he clocked
10.54, 10.69, 10.41 and 10.40 - a
far cry from his 9.79 in Seoul.
Johnson had agreed before the
meet to return 25 percent of his pay
check if he failed to break 10.17. ,
Both runners were reportedly
offered $250,000 for the race.
Johnson said he still needs time
to regain his form.
"I've dealt with my problems for
two years now," he said.
"It's tough mentally for me. It
will take a while for me to come
back." Johnson and Lewis are
scheduled to run against each other
again on Aug. 5 in Sweden.
"I'm tired," Johnson said. "I've
been running seven weeks in
Europe. Now it's· time to go home
and rest." Lewis offered a pessimistic view of Johnson's chances
at the world championships in
Tokyo in late August.
"Unless he does a lot of improving, he'll have a tough time getting
out of the second round," he said.

RENTING CLOSE
TOEIU
3-4 Persons

Houses &.. Apartments
Pick Up Our List 9-5 M-F

~21.

WOOD REAL ESTAil
1512 A Street
Rentals (2 t 7) 345-4489
Jim Wood, Broker
®and'" trademarks of Century Z I Real Estate
Corporation. Equal Housing Opportunity.

finalized until Monday so Atlanta
could remove enough money from
its payroll to fit both Rasmussen
and Mays.
In order to make room for
Rasmussen and Mays under the
NBA salary cap, the Hawks
renounced Malone's $2.4 million
contract, making him an unrestricted free agent ineligible to
sign with the Hawks next season.
Although the Hawks lately have
been wheeling and dealing for
youth, coach Bob Weiss said it
wasn't a house-cleaning effort.
"I wouldn't say cleaning
house," he said. "That implies that
we didn ' t like what we had, and
that's not true. We see a need to
get younger without making the
talent base deteriorate." The
Hawks ' move toward youth is evident. Rasmussen. 28, replaces
Malone, who is 36. Augmon is 25
and Mays 24 . The Hawks also
drafted Rodney Monroe of North
Carolina State, 23. Gone are
Rivers, 29, and Webb, 27.
John Battle, 28, also became an
unrestricted free agent after the
Hawks were unable to reach a
contract agreement with him,
Babcock said. Battle wanted $1.5
million a season for the next four
years.
Rasmussen averaged 12.5
points and led Denver in rebounding (11th overall in the NBA) and

blocked shots (:16th in NBA).
Over his six-year career, the 7-foot
center has averaged IO. I points
and 6.0 rebounds.
"The move to pick up Blair
Rasmussen is a move to give us
more offense in the pivot,"
Babcock said. "While one of his
strengths is his shooting ability, he
has great work habits and he
comes to produce every night." In
Mays, the Hawks are getting a
perimeter shooter. His .365 threepoint percentage was 13th in the
NBA last season and he ended the
season as the fourth-leading scorer
among rookies with a 14.3 average, behind Derrick Coleman,
Lionel Simmons and Dennis Scott.
" Mays plays very well in the
wide-open system and the passing
game, " Babcock said, "and we
would like to move more in that
direction.
"We're trying to get younger
and more of a perimeter game.
Each player has had experience in
a wide-open system." Sacramento
Kings officials hope Webb will be
able to play a leadership role on
the teain.
"Our needs were for a veteran
point guard, a young, quick point
guard. Spud fills that criteria. He
has tremendous speed and quickness, " Kings player personnel
director Jerry Reynolds said.

Everyday 11-2
Beer Garden Open
Everyday 3 pm

345-STIX

Tuesday: Powder Draft Night
20 oz. Miller Lite Drafts $ l. l 0
· FREE Pool till 10 pm
Pool $1 /Hr after 10 pm
Giant Pizza Slices $ t after 7 pm
Outdoor Cookout 7-10 pm Hamburgers/Hotdogs
Miller Lite Give-A-Ways
Drawing: 3 Roundtrip tickets to Chicago by air.
Compliments of Direct Air

NOCOVERI
Wednesday: 20 oz. Bud Light Drafts $1.25
Stoli and-Mixer $1.25
Pool 1/2 Price
Miller Genuine Draft Light $ t .05
Big Screen

Live
D

r•
:

CARRY-OUT SPECIAL
GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK

.

: A Large (16")
! Sausage Pizza
:

$6.95

I
I
I

Good on Carry-Out Only 7 Days a Week

Expires Oct. 10, 1991

Stretch It At

Atlanta trades Spud, Moses is out
ATLANTA (AP) - The Atlanta
Hawks made room on their roster
for newly acquired Blair
Rasmussen and Travis Mays
Monday by renouncing the contract of veteran center Moses
'Malone.
In return for Rasmussen, the
Hawks sent the rights to firstround draft pick Anthony Avent of
Seton Hall to Denver, which
immediately traded his signing
rights to Milwaukee for the rights
to Bucks first-round pick Kevin
Brooks. The Nuggets also got the
Hawks' second-round draft pick in
1993.
In another deal, 5-foot-7 guard
Spud Webb was traded to
Sacramento for Mays, along with
a second-round draft selection in
1994. Last week, veteran guard
Doc Rivers was traded to the Los
Angeles Clippers for a first-round
pick the Hawks used to draft
Stacey Augmon.
"It's always difficult to trade
away veteran players - especially
those who were active in the comm u nj ty like Spud and Doc,"
Hawks general manager Pete
Babcock said. "I think the fans by
and large understand that the time
was right to make these moves.
We just needed to get younger as a
· team." The Mays and Rasmussen
trades were made after i:he NBA
draft last week, but couldn't be

OPEN

Billiard Bar
&
Restaurant

909 18th Street

-Charleston

11
-

815 Bro.ldway
J ·' '•

348-7515

••

Mattoon
234-6442

PLEASE PRESENT IBIS COUPON WHEN PICKING UP ORDER

-------------------·
THE SNOBS AGAINST THE SLOBS.

a

The ConJ.puter
•Connection ..

Used

Comput~rS ··,.,

$300 to $500

::: · : ·'

• Computers • Displays
•Printers
·
(New units also available)
Call and ask about our
Used Laser Printer
201 W. Jefferson • Suite 103 • Effingham
345-1443 • 1-800-833-7281

INDEPENDENrl.Y OWNED AND OPERATED.

Authorized

·~ Y U N DA I

Dealer

Caddyshack
SHOWN IN STEVENSON
6:30 P.M.
FREE
TONIGHT
ADMISSION
1111~
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endl ousted at Wimbledon again
WIMBLEDON, England (AP)
Order was restored to Centre
urt as the rabble gave way to
alty, the waves and chants disared and Ivan Lend! endured
traditional torture.
David Wheaton let his
erican freak flag fly and 120
h serve soar to beat Lend! 6-3,
-6, 7-6, 6-3 in a third-round
atch Monday and sent him
me a Wimbledon loser for the
th time.
The only new twist to this old
ory was the quickness of
ndl's departure. He hadn't lost
Grand Slam match so early
ce his first-round exit here in
81.
Wheaton's victory over the No.
seed put him on track to meet .
-seeded Andre Agassi, a 7-6,
3, 7-6 winner against Richard
jicek, in the quarterfinals.
"This is my best surface, and I
ink I am a contender in this
umament," said the 22-year-old

Wheaton, a 6-foot-4 muscleman
who is ranked 20th. "I wouldn't
necessarily say I'm going to win,
and go out on a limb like that. But
I think I have a chance."
Looming in the same half of the
draw as Wheaton and Agassi is
three-time champion Boris
Becker, who beat Andrei
Olhovskiy 6-1, 6-4, 3-6, 6-3.
Wimbledon returned to solid
respectability a day after opening
its gates to the masses for the first
time on the middle Sunday
because of rain postponements
last week.
Players again bowed or curtseyed to the Duchess of Kent in
the Royal Box and the stands
were filled with the regular, older,
more restrained ticket-holders in
blue blazers and fine dresses.
The green-jacketed mandarins
of the All England Club insisted
they aren't planning a repeat of
Sunday's open house for the public. But they said they learned

lessons that might lead to changes
to attract younger fans and bring
back that party atmosphere.
The only history set Monday
came on the court when Martina
Navratilova when she surpassed
Chris Evert's record of 111 singles matches at Wimbledon.
Navratilova beat Catarina
Lindqvist 6-1, 6-3 to gain the
quarterfinals in her quest for a
10th title.
All the other top five women
seeds also won, including Steffi
Graf, Gabriela Sabatini, Arantxa
Sanchez Vicario and Mary Joe
Fernandez. Jennifer Capriati, the
15-year-old seeded ninth, struggled again before beating Brenda
Schultz 3-6, 6-1, 6-1.
Lend! offered no excuses for
his loss, save the mention of hand
surgery that cut down his training
for the one championship he can't
seem to win and can't stop thinking about.

axson, Cartwright still unsigned
CHICAGO (AP) - Reserve
orward Cliff Levingston will be
a Chicago Bulls uniform next
son, but three others from the
A championship team remain
certain.
The question marks include
wo starters, center Bill Cartright and point guard John
son.
Cartwright, Paxson and reserve
nter Scott Williams are free as
f Monday to negotiate with other
s but the Bulls have signaled
ey want to keep their champiship team intact.
"It is our intention to sign
artwright and Paxson," said
ulls _Yi.CG¥ Ptesid ., • efry
rause. "We have no timetable.
ow it's just a negotiating proess." Cartwright's agent, Bob
oolf, said he has been contacted
y another team but declined to
y which one.

"We must look into all alternatives but I know Billy likes
Chicago and wants to stay in
Chicago," he said.
Paxson's agent, David Falk,
did not immediately return telephone calls to his office.
The Bulls have the right to
match any offer made to
Williams, who will undergo
surgery on his right shoulder this
week and may have an operation
on his left shoulder later in the
month.
Levingston, 30, is a nine-year
NBA veteran. He provided key
help from the bench in the team's
championship series last month
·agaiJ).st the LO-~ ,,.Wgeles Lakers.
"He was a major factor in winning the NBA championship,"
Krause said Monday in announcing that the team had picked up
the option on the second year of
Levingston 's two-year contract.

The deal is worth a reported
$1.35 million for the 6-foot-8
Levingston. Last season he
earned $750,000.
His agent, Roger Kirschenbaum, said Levingston had feared
the Bulls would release him and
pay the $400,000 buyout to retain
trade flexibility under the NBA's
salary cap.
"They waited until the last day
with us because they were looking at other options," Kirschenbaum said. "I don't have any
problem with that." Levingston
had 45 points, 41 rebounds and
seven assists in 17 playoff games
this year.
The highlight of his playoff
performance was in Game 3 of
the title series against Los
Angeles. Levingston had IO
points and was 5-for-5 shooting
to help lead the Bulls to a 104-96
overtime victory.

NEW YORK (AP) - Pete Rose's
ban from baseball caused producers
of a television movie about Babe
Ruth to alter the film in which Rose
portrays Ty Cobb.
The producers of the film, which
is to appear on NBC on Oct. 6,
sought permission from major
league baseball to use team logos
and uniforms.
"Usually, when we grant rights,
we demand to review the script so
as not to portray baseball in a negative light," Rick White, president
of Major League Baseball
Properties, said Monday. "In the
original script, there was no allusion to Rose." When the producers
decided to use the career hits leader
to play Cobb, the man whose
record he broke, baseball set the
guidelines.
"We told them, 'We don't want

you not to employ Pete Rose, but if
you do, he can't appear in a uniform because he is on the disqualified list,"' White said. "They suggested using him in civilian clothes
to solve the problem. They probably changed a marginal scene or
two." The film's executiye producer, Larry Lyttle, and its producer,
Frank Pace, were not immediately
available for comment.
Rose agreed to be placed on
baseball's ineligible list in August
1989 after an investigation into his
gambling activities.
Commissioner A. Bartlett
Giamatti said he believed Rose had
bet on games involving the
Cincinnati Reds, the team he managed. Rose later served five months
in prison for failure to pay income
taxes.
A rule also was passed banning

him from the Hall of Fame ballot.
In his first in-depth interview
since his release, Rose appears
Sunday with Jane Pauley on NBC.
"It took me some time to find out
that I had a gambling disorder," he
said. "I'm having no problem with
that right now, but there's always a
possibility that can come back so I
have to guard against that.
"The whole situation saved me,
because, you know, I might have
ended up gambling everything. I
don't think I would have, but I
might have and that's scary to me.
"I think if I'm looking for anything from people, it's understanding. We're all subject to make mistakes and I admitted I made a mistake and I'm willing to let the past
be past and look to the future and
try to be a productive citizen."
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Farmer's Market
UPTOWN ON THE SQUARE

EVERY WEDNESDAY AT

7:30 A.M.

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
BAKED GOODS • CRAFTS

Pagliai's Pizza
Large Thin Single Item
& Qt. of Coke
For the Low Price

$7.95
Not valid with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
2 am on Weekends

345-3400
Expires 8/15/91

I
I
Fit•us Ce11ter: A Total Healllt Exptrience
I
I
I On Charleston Town Square Next to Goodwill Store I
I EIU Summer Special 1
Workout for $40
I
I
ALL SUMMER LONG
I
I
I
Bring this coupon in for
I
L free one week complimentary pass. .J

----------Tuesday, June 2, 1991

COLLEGE OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION

REC'v'SPROEARTSRT~
ose to portray Cobb in movie
SH 0 RTS

starting to come around, but Snyder
is just plain pathetic. He is hitting
under .200 and has hit just three
home runs.
But Snyder is not the only
pathetic thing in Chicago, how
about those Cubs. They thought
that they could buy a pennant this

year.
They went out and spent over
$20 million on free agents and look
how well they are doing. The Cubs
picked up the contracts of outfield-

er George Bell, pitcher Danny
Jackson and relief pitcher Dave
Smith.
The Cubs were sure to win 120
games this year.
The only one of those players
having a good season is Bell. He is
hitting .287 with 15 home runs and
has 45 RBI, but he has not come up
with the big hit for the Cubs all season.
Smith is among the save leaders
in the National League, but he has
blown far too many save opportunities and has given Cub fans as

SINGLES TOURNEYS
Racquetball Singles (Men & Women) ................................Tuesday, July 9
Tennis Singles (Men & Women) .................................Wednesday, July 17
*Both tourneys are enter on-the-spot, begin at 6:00 p.m. and are single
elimination. Tennis at Triad Courts.

CANOE RENTAL
Individuals may rent canoes through the Rec Sports Office for weekencf.
use. A $40.00 deposit is required. The fees are $10.00, $15.00, or
$20.00 for a 2, 3, or 4-day weekend. Make checks payable to Eastern
Illinois University.
**Checkout hours are between 8:00 a.m. and J.:00 p.m. on Thursday and
Friday (Wednesday this weekend). Checkout generally takes 5-10 minutes per canoe and must be completed by 3:00 p.m. Come early. Canoes
must be returned between 7:00 and 9:00 a.m. on ·the first school day
after the weekend.

**IMPORTANT NOTICE**
The Recreational Sports Facilities will be closed at 4:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, July 3rd and open again on Monday, July 8th

AEROBICS
Will be held Sunday through Thursday in the Lantz Fieldhouse from 56:30 p.m.

Cubs, Sox troubles
From page 12

Office: Lantz Room 169
Telephone: 581-2821

much confidence in the ninth
inning as Mitch Williams did a year
ago.
Jackson has been hurt most of
the season, but even when he has
been healthy, he has done very little
to help the team. He has a record of
1-2 with an earned run average of
.5.67.
What does all of this add up to?
That's an easy question. It just
means that both Chicago baseball
teams are having another typical
lousy season.

AQUA EXERCISE
Are being held Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Sunday in the
Buzzard Pool from 5-6 p.m.

HELP WANTED!
The Recreational Sports Office is looking for Summer Lifeguards to work
at Lantz and Buzzard Pools. If interested, please come in with a validated
summer 1.0. and updated lifeguard certifications. You do not have to be a
summer school student if you were a full-time student last semester.

Martin readies himsel
for senior season .
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

RALPH SORDYL JR./Photo intern

Kevin Duckworth chats with 5-year-old Elizabeth Kimball at the "Dinner with Duckworth" Monday.
Duckworth, a member of the Portland Trailblazers, is in Charleston this week to assist with the Eastern
postman basketball camp.

Duckwo:rth returns to Eastern
By R.J. GERBER
Sports editor

Kevin Duckworth, one of the
largest men in the NBA, has been
through a lot in his five years as a
Portland Trailblazer and he
shared some of those experiences
with about 150 people at the
"Dinner with Duckworth"
Monday at the First Christian
Church.
The former Eastern standout,
and two-time NBA All-Star
shared some of his memories
while at Eastern as well as how it
is as a player in the pros. The
evening started with Charleston
mayor Wayne Lanman presenting
a key to the city to the 7-footer
and Duckworth accepted modestly.
"This is very overwhelming,"
said the 1988 NBA Most
Improved Player. "The No. 1 person I give thanks to is the Lord
for letting me be here with you."
Duckworth said the first thing
he learned about the league was
don't believe everything you
here. "Funny thing about the
draft," he said. "Never believe
what the team tells you." He was
referring to Portland, which told
him he would be selected in the
first round, but he wasn't.
Instead, Duckworth went to the
San Antonio Spurs in the second
round; the 33rd pick overall. The
Spurs dealt him to Portland for
Walter Berry, a player who never
quite fulfilled his potential in the
league.
"I was very devastated and
upset (about being traded)," he
said. "But now Walter Berry is
overseas and I'm still in the
league." Before the trade to
Portland, Duckworth said he had
the pleasure to work with Artis
Gilmore in San Antonio.
"That was one of the greatest
things for me," he said. "He
helped me a lot. He gave me a lot
of opportunities to grow on the
court." Duckworth said Gilmore
<1lled him one thing and one
1 ing only - "Big Fella."

Rick Samuels
Duckworth also spoke of his
time at Eastern under Panther
coach Rick Samuels. The 7-footer
came from Dolton and was not in
the best shape when he came to
the Eastern campus.
Samuels spoke of how
Duckworth would hide from him
because Samuels was intimidating during practice. "He'd tip-toe
by my office and try to hide,"
Samuels said. "It wasn't easy for
him to hide in the assistant
coachs' office."
Samuels also commented on
what Duckworth had accomplished in h:s career. "He is a
young man that I'm quite proud
of," said the 11th-year coach.
"He's an individual that's always
been a hard worker and that's one
thing to pick up from Kevin
Duckworth, he was always willing to try.
"He's gone further than I
thought he could go. We appreciate the way you've been a role
model and the way you've conducted yourself."
Duckworth added he was
happy to return to Charleston to
try and give something back to
the community and the university.
"This school really gave me a lot.
I love to come back; I'll always
love it."
The Blazers' postman fielded

some questions from both young
and old after he spoke. One
young onlooker asked why the
Duck chose to wear 00 as a player. "Coach gave me a choice
between 00, 4 and 5," he
explained. "I was too big to wear
4 and 5 wasn't too cool, so I wore
00 because Robert Parrish (of the
Celtics) wore it. Hopefully,
nobody else will ever wear it."
Duckworth, who said his best
friend in the NBA was teammate
Clyde Drexler, said he doesn't
look too favorably on guards in
the league. "I have this thing
about guards," he said. "They
want to score now, before they
just passed."
A longtime Bulls' fan, he said
he is comfortable in Portland
where he just bought his "dream
home."
"It would be great to come
home and play," he said in reference to playing for the World
Champion Bulls, "but right now
Portland is my home and they
treat me right."
Emcee, and Associate Athletic
Director Paul Lueken, said the
festivities went just as planned.
"Everything went fantastic. It was
great to see this many people tum
out, Kevin did a grea~ job."
During Duckworth 's career as
a Trailblazer, his team has
advanced to the NBA Finals in
1990, only to fall to the Detroit
Pistons. The Trailblazers lost in
the Western Conference semifinals to the Los Angeles Lakers
this season, before Magic and
company were beaten by the
Bulls in five games.
"Don't even ask me about
Michael Jordan," Duckworth
joked. "He is a great player."
As a Panther, Duckworth
places fourth on the all-time scoring list with 1,569 points and for
a season with 625. He was named
to the first team all-conference in
1986 and was selected as the
Association of Mid-Continent
Universities Most Valuable Player
in the AMCU postseason tournament.

One of the four Eastern basketball players that will be participating in the Prairie State Games in
Champaign this month is on a mission.
Kavien Martin, who will represent the Blue-Gray team in the
Charleston region, is preparing for
his senior season as a Panther. The
last three seasons he has waited for
his chance to run the point, while
four-year letterman Gerald Jones
was becoming the 10th-leading
scorer in Panther history.
Martin has played sparingly in
the past three seasons and he
knows this is his last hurrah as an
Eastern basketball player.
"Basically, I've been working on
a lot of things and this is my
chance to show it," Martin said.
"I'm going to show it to everybody. The people that are on the
team know what I can do, but it's
been three years of waiting to be
the leader. Now is my chance to
step in."
Martin will join Steve Rowe
(Windy City Open Division),
Curtis Leib (Southern) and freshman-to-be Walter Graham
(Scholastic Blue-Gray) in the competition from July 11-14. Martin
said he needs to regain his' confidence if he is to fill ..the void that
Jones left.
"I'm sure I'll be pushed for playing time," said the first-time partic-

ipant of the Games. "But I th"
I'm going into the season and (
position) is mine to lose. I'm j
trying to stay in shape this su
and play against some good co
petition."
Considering Martin's lack
playing time through his first
seasons, he said it's a matter
knowing that he can do the job
be successful.
"The thing is, the so-call
weaknesses are the things y
don't do very well. My we
was my confidence level. It has
stay up for'fh'e'iealn to be sue
ful. There are no other players ·
my experience. It's just a matter
confidence."

Success in Chicago
not likely to happen
Well, it's almost time for the All-Star break so
I figured that I would check out the baseball
standings and see how our beloved Chicago
baseball teams were doing.
Oh, what a surprise. The Chicago White Sox
are hovering around the .500 mark and are in a
tie for sixth place in the American League West
division and the Chicago Cubs are doing even
better (ha! ha!).
They are in fourth place, 12 1/2 games behind
the Pittsburgh Pirates and just two games out of
the cellar in the National League East division.
How can this be? This was supposed to be the
year that the Chicago White Sox were going tom------1111111
play, and beat, the Chicago Cubs in the World Series. There was
question about it. Chicago fans were finally going to get to see
dream-come-true World Series.
At the beginning of the year just about every sportswriter in
country picked the Cubs to win their division. They were even 3favorites to win the World Series.
The White Sox were also picked by many to overcome the migh
Oakland Athletics and were 8-1 favorites to win the whole thing.
But everybody forgot one big thing. We live in Chicago! We're n
supposed to enjoy any success in this town. Somehow the Chicag
Bulls won a World Championship, but that must have been a fluke.
Last year the White Sox won 94 games on their way to a seco
place finish. So they figured that with a few changes they would
cinch to win the division.
\
So let's see, how about getting rid of Barry Jones. He was only
best setup man in baseball last season. I mean he only went 12-2
was the main reason Bobby Thigpen had as many saves as he did.
And while we're at it, let's get rid of Eric King. We don't need hi
he only had the best earned run average on the Sox pitching staff.
What else can we do. How about getting rid of Ivan Calderon.
best hitter on the team.
We'll make up for it. So the Sox picked up Charlie Hough, a 4
year-old pitcher, and also traded for the big powerful Cory Snyder
the lead-off specialist Tim Raines.
Hough has done a decent job so far this season and Raines is finally
Continued on page 11

